This paper focuses on a novel and challenging detection scenario: A majority of true objects/instances is unlabeled in the datasets, so these missing-labeled areas will be regarded as the background during training. Previous art [1] on this problem has proposed to use soft sampling to re-weight the gradients of RoIs based on the overlaps with positive instances, while their method is mainly based on the two-stage detector (i.e. Faster RCNN) which is more robust and friendly for the missing label scenario. In this paper, we introduce a superior solution called Background Recalibration Loss (BRL) that can automatically re-calibrate the loss signals according to the pre-defined IoU threshold and input image. Our design is built on the one-stage detector which is faster and lighter. Inspired by the Focal Loss [2] formulation, we make several significant modifications to fit on the missing-annotation circumstance. We conduct extensive experiments on the curated PASCAL VOC [3] and MS COCO [4] datasets. The results demonstrate that our proposed method outperforms the baseline and other state-of-the-arts by a large margin.
INTRODUCTION
In real cases, generic object detection always faces the challenge of annotation quality, meaning that only partial instances are well annotated and a large proportion of true objects are missed, especially when the size of collected datasets become larger and larger. A good example of such a problem is OpenImages V4 [5] , which contains 9.2M images, 15 .4M bounding boxes across 600 object classes (more than 10× larger than COCO dataset [4] ). On such a large dataset, it's fairly impossible to annotate every existing object in each image in practice. Thus, how to develop an automatic method to tackle this issue has been more and more important and also an urgent and promising direction to break through.
The major challenge with the missing-annotated dataset is that a detector would suffer from incorrect supervision signals due to objects missing annotations, i.e., the unlabeled † Corresponding author. Fig. 1 : Dataset with missing labels. In this paper, we modified the PASCAL VOC dataset. Each column represents from left to right the normal, easy, hard, and extreme settings in Sec. 5.1. The green bounding boxes are the ground truth annotations in the original dataset, while the red bounding boxes are erased during training. Zoom in for better resolution. object areas will be treated as background and confuse the model during training. To further take the incompleteness of annotations into account, one straight-forward way is to use other trained detector from well-annotated dataset (such as COCO [4] ) to detect the presence of the amphibolous objects. The fatal drawback in this solution is that the label distributions (categories) in diverse datasets are usually different (like PASCAL VOC [3] has 20, COCO [4] has 80 and OpenImage V4 [5] has 600 classes). It's hard or even unpractical to directly transfer detectors from one dataset to another. Recent advances in this field like part-aware sampling [6] , soft sampling [1] , etc. have proposed to use re-sampling based method to handle this problem, which is more efficient and practical. Specifically, part-aware sampling [6] proposed the method that used human intuition for the hierarchical relation between labeled and unlabeled objects. soft sampling [1] reweighted the gradients of RoIs as a pre-defined function of overlap with positive objects to make sure that the uncertain background areas are assigned a smaller training weight than the hard-negatives.
In this paper, we propose a more elegant solution called
Background Recalibration Loss (BRL) that can automatically re-calibrate the training signals according to the pre-defined IoU thresholds and the content of input image. Our proposed method is straight-forward yet effective, easy to implement and can help improve the baseline vastly. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Background Recalibration Loss, we implement function in the well-known RetinaNet [2] , as we will introduce later, one-stage detectors are intrinsically less robust to missing labels. Extensive results on PASCAL VOC and COCO show that our proposed method outperforms the baseline and other state-of-the-arts by a large margin.
RELATED WORK
In the generic object detection, proposal based (i.e. twostage) methods include R-CNN [7] , Fast RCNN [8] , Faster R-CNN [9] , Mask R-CNN [10] , etc., are the most popular detectors in many real-world applications, such as surveillance, self-driving, etc. Another branch for general object detection is the one-stage detectors, such as YOLO [11] , SSD [12] , RetinaNet [2] , DSOD [13] , FSAF [14] , etc. In this paper, we adopt one-stage detector and propose a novel loss design for the missing-label circumstance. Re-sampling with imbalanced or unlabeled objects is a common approach for object detection in the recent years. The representative methods among them like GHMC [15] , OHEM [16] and Focal Loss [2] have been proposed for sampling RoIs and re-weighting the gradients. For instance, Li et al. [15] proposed the gradient harmonizing mechanism (GHM) method that can down-weight the easy samples and the outliers for better model convergence. Shrivastava et al. [16] presented the online hard example mining (OHEM) method based on the motivation that detection datasets always contain a large number of easy samples and a limited number of hard samples, training with more hard samples can help to improve the efficiency of learning. Our proposed method is motivated by Focal Loss [2] , while we present a new formation with Background Recalibration to make it more effective and reasonable for the partial annotation scenarios.
RETHINKING MISSING-LABEL OBJECT DETECTION
Object Detection in Missing Annotation Scenario. Training object detectors with incompleteness of annotations is a new rising and challenging vision problem that aims to learn a robust detector by recalibrating the incorrect training signal with partial annotations. In the recent years, a variety of two-stage detector based methods have been proposed, such as part-aware sampling [6] and soft sampling [1] . We observe that two-stage is naturally more robust than the one-stage detectors for the missing-annotation circumstance. This advantage originates from the training strategy. One common practice for training two-stage detectors is to randomly sample a balanced batch of positive and negative examples during each iteration. Due to the great population of negative anchors, the model can hardly be affected by the limited propagation of errors in most sampling cases. That's why most of the previous solutions are built on the two-stage detectors. However, two-stage detectors have some intrinsic drawbacks such as 1) usually slower than one-stage detectors since two-stage detectors require large-resolution input size to maintain the high performance; 2) too complicated to adjust the hyper-parameters and not flexible to different datasets; 3) in some extreme cases of missing labels, the benefits from random sampling will still reach its limits. The question is what if we can make single-stage detectors more robust such that they can inherit the faster speed and accuracy advantages and be more tolerant to difficult data. Unlike two-stage detectors, the common practice for training anchor-based single-stage detectors is to use either hard example mining or to not use sampling at all. Recent success in RetinaNet [2] shows the model can be trained with all the anchors at once with huge class imbalance and still achieves high performance. Nevertheless, the problem becomes difficult when the majority of the annotations are missing. To make this idea applicable, we develop the approaches to filter out these error signals and correct them if possible.
PROPOSED METHOD
Single stage detectors often depend on a dense coverage of anchors on the image feature maps. While the dense coverage ensures sufficient training samples, it naturally introduces massive class imbalance. Focal Loss is widely favored among single stage detectors as it effectively re-scales the gradients of the anchors. In general, it calibrates and re-scales the gradients for both hard and easy training examples. However, any outlier will also spike the gradients as they are usually hard examples. In the case of missing labels, we hypothesize that these missing annotations are a type of hard negative examples because their feature-level resemblance to the positive ones. One quick solution is to perform IoU threshold by taking into account only the anchors with sufficient IoU values with the existing ground truth bounding boxes. Any other anchors are marked as confusion anchors and ignored during training. This raises the problem that the background information is lost during this brute-force mining. Despite the fact that we can extract most of these confusion anchors by IoU threshold, it is difficult to isolate them from the large pool of true-negative backgrounds. Therefore, we propose the Background Recalibration Loss which adjusts the gradient direction according to its own activation to reduce the adverse effect of error signals. But first, we briefly review the Focal Loss:
The terms α t and γ are the scaling factors for loss and gradients. The term p t ∈ [0, 1], represents the predicted confidence score of a anchor. For our task, we are mainly interested in the branch for the negative samples. The meaning of p t is straightforward. The greater the value, higher the probability that the anchor is predicted as negative. On the contrary, the anchors associated with missing annotations would have lower activation as negative and generate huge gradients if p t is close to 0. Directly ignoring these hard negative samples appears to be a good solution, but we take a step further by proposing a better gradient control method through the recalibration of the hard negative samples. We change the negative branch of the focal loss by replacing it with the mirrored positive branch when the activation is below some confusion threshold t, as illustrated in Fig. 2 :
The motivation of using the mirrored positive branch is directly related to our task. Generally, hard negative examples are the exact counterparts of easy positive examples in term of their feature level representations. Despite the lack of correct labels, the model can adjust the gradients according to its own well established classifier. Specifically, if the feature map of an anchor region is similar to that of a ground truth object, the classifier naturally assigns a low confidence score p t . If the classifier is trained sufficiently, we can trust the model more with itself instead of the annotations. In this manner, the model would actually learn as if the anchor is positively labeled.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Experimental Setting and Baselines
We start our experiments with a baseline for benchmarks. First, we combine the PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 dataset (train + val) for training while using PASCAL VOC 2007 test set for inference. All objects marked as "difficult" in the original dataset are added for both training and testing. Then we erase some of the annotations in the training set to generate the following datasets as shown in Fig. 1: (i) normal: All annotations are preserved for training. (ii) easy: One annotation is randomly removed in an image, providing multiple annotations are present. (iii) hard: Half of the annotations are randomly removed in an image, providing multiple annotations are present. (iv) extreme: Only one annotation is kept inside an image.
We argue that at least one annotation should be preserved in each image to prevent unstable gradients while training with a small batch size. So, we start with four baseline detectors following the RetinaNet pipeline with ResNet-101 as backbone [2] . Specifically, each detector is trained on one custom dataset respectively for 12 epochs with a batch size of 16 on 8 Nvidia Titan X Pascal GPUs. The performance of the RetinaNet drops significantly as the amount of missing annotations increases (see Tab. 1). This observation is anticipated since single stage anchor-based detectors suffer the most from incomplete dataset as every anchor contributes to the gradient propagation. Table 1 : Baseline Detectors trained on four custom datasets with Focal Loss. All baseline detectors are trained on the extreme dataset using the same parameters.
Isolation of confusing anchors
To examine whether the adverse effect originates from confusing anchors, a detector is trained such that it only propagates loss from the positive and negative anchors. This behaves effectly as hard effective mining. We pick IoU of 0.1 as the threshold to isolate the confusion region according to [1] . To our surprise, the result is similar to the baseline performance. We then increase the loss contribution of the confusion anchors to half of the normal anchors with the proposed BRL and observe great improvement over the baseline. Because the confusion anchors count up towards a great portion of the total amount of anchors, simply removing its effect completely is less ideal. To locate the optimal IoU threshold, we conduct experiments under the IoUs of 0.2 and 0.05 and found no significant impact, as shown in Tab. 2. This suggests that BRL can be fairly robust over both densely packed and sparsely arranged objects in the images. For the rest of the experiments, we use IoU 0.1 as the confusion IoU threshold.
Background Recalibration Loss
To investigate the proposed loss function, we perform the following ablation studies. We are interested in two factors: where to set the recalibration threshold t and how to recalibrate? In brief, we assign threshold t to several values, denoted as BRL t . In the case of t = 0, the loss is the equivalence of focal loss. Additionally, the effectiveness of recalibration is studied by switching off the hard-negative part by setting the loss to 0, marked as BRL − . Table 3 : Ablation Experiments on recalibration threshold t and the scaling factor of the proposed BRL. In the recalibration threshold experiments, we trained all the detectors with scaling factor αt of 0.5. In the ablation study of the scaling factor, we pick t = 0.5 as it shows the best performance on extreme dataset.
Among all the experiments, we observe that the maximum improvement is at t = 0.5 while lower values only lead to minor improvements. Higher thresholds, however, result in unstable gradients during early training stages and the model will not converge. With recalibration, the performance are consistently above the baseline. Easy to notice that the total loss contribution of the confusion anchors directly has a great impact on the performance. For example, even without adopting BRL, the result on the extreme dataset is better than baseline when we downscale the loss contribution to 50%.
By lowering the loss contribution of the confusing anchors, the model suffers less from the missing labels. In Tab. 3, we analyzing the BRL with a series of scaling factors. While using a scaling factor of 1.0, the model is not different from the baseline except for the recalibration scheme. We see about 1% increase in performance on the extreme dataset. This again, proves the effectiveness of the proposed recalibration. With a lower scaling factor of 0.1, we achieved the highest score, boosting mAP 50 and mAP 75 by 6.4% and 4.8% respectively.
The improvements of mAP are consistant at IoU threshold above 0.5. The proposed method shows great advantages over common methods, such as GHMC [15] and FasterRCNN with OHEM [16] . The results are summarized in Tab. 4 by 9.0% in mAP 0.5:0.95 [4] . To see how the proposed loss performs on fully annotated datasets, we trained yet another detector with normal COCO dataset and found 0.7% decrease in mAP. The scaling of gradients is possible to cause this minor performance drop indicating extended training time might be required. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented Background Recalibration Loss, a novel loss function deign that is more fit for missing-labeled object detection scenario, and improves the detection performance vastly. Extensive experiments on PASCAL VOC and MS COCO demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Since training with missing-labeled objects usually uses limited instances data, our future work will focus on adopting GAN-based image generation and data augmentation method like MUNIT [17] , INIT [18] , etc. to generate pseudo labels of objects and enlarge the diversity of training samples, in order to obtain better detection performance when learning under sparse annotations.
